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MCPCC’s work is focused on several key areas: raising awareness of and advocating for the bus 
industry across Canada, reaching government, education, and the public; reporting much needed 
labour market information, recognizing the outstanding service of bus professionals; promoting 
industry-wide career opportunities, and the exceptional training and development that has 
contributed to the industry’s commendable safety record. 

MCPCC is constantly seeking innovative ways to work with industry and government to promote 
the Bus Industry as a critical link in the nation’s transportation infrastructure. It is a privilege to 
advocate for the exceptional men and women dedicated to this essential service.   

For more information, contact 

MCPCC 
P.O. Box 81611 
RPO The Concourse 
North York, Ontario M2R 3X1 
info@buscouncil.ca 
 

©All rights reserved. The use of this publication, in whole or in part, reproduction, storage in a 
retrieval program or transmission in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, 
photographic, photocopying or recording) is prohibited, without the prior written permission of 
the Motor Carrier Passenger Council of Canada and is an offense under the Copyright Act. 

Copyright © 2022 Motor Carrier Passenger Council of Canada (MCPCC). This project was funded 
in part by the Government of Canada Sectoral Initiatives Program. The opinions and 
interpretations are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the Government 
of Canada. 

 

 

 

 

 

The MCPCC Provides a Crucial 
National Forum for Industry, 

Labour, Government, and 
Education to Share Resources 

and Information. 
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PART ONE 

OVERVIEW 

 

 

While recovery is proceeding across the country risks still remain. While case counts from both 
the Omicron and BA.2 variants early in 2022 have risen, most Canadian cities have already seen 
restrictions loosened or dropped. We expect this to aid in the continued economic recovery this 
year. It’s especially good news for the travel and tourism markets in each region, which so far 
have lagged most other industries in returning to pre-pandemic levels. Still, higher prices and 
instability in other parts of the world serve as a downside risk to this year’s outlook. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vancouver added 123,500 net new jobs to its workforce in 2021, recovering most of the 128,000 
jobs that were shed from the economy in the previous year. 

Housing markets in Toronto will keep making headlines. Higher interest rates and a reduction in 
built-up savings among consumers may hurt residential construction, but those factors will be 
dwarfed by a thirst for greater housing supply in the metropolitan area. 

Retail sales increased by 11.2 per cent in 2021 as the Québec City economy slowly opened up. 
This year, sales will decline by around 1 per cent as pent-up demand eases. Sales will rebound 
slightly in 2023, and average annual gains of about 3 per cent are expected over the following 
few years. 

Real GDP in Winnipeg is expected to expand by 4.0 per cent this year and 3.5 per cent in 2023. 
The city’s diverse economy will continue to be a major plus—major industries include agri-
business, aerospace, manufacturing, and insurance. 

Tourism in Canada may have reached 
a turning point. Two years of 
pandemic malaise have battered the 
industry, but the fever might finally be 
lifting. Canada’s doors are opening to 
visitors from far and wide. Attitudes 
toward the pandemic are changing. 
And businesses are hiring in 
anticipation of better times ahead 
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PART TWO 

DIGITAL SKILLS  

 

 
Our world has become more and more digital in recent decades. Prior to the pandemic, the pace 
of digitalization was consistently increasing with the non-stop introduction of new digital tools 
and technologies. 

The pandemic hit, and that pace accelerated even more. Many aspects of our lives underwent 
rapid digitalization. How we work and learn were especially impacted. For many, these aspects of 
our lives became more virtual than ever before.  

Online learning for post-secondary education isn’t new. However, the public health crisis in 
Canada pushed kindergarten classes online—something we haven’t seen before—in many 
regions.  

Working from home was happening well before March 2020. With the onset of the pandemic, 
entire companies went virtual to keep their workers safe. Overnight, organizations and 
employees were forced to learn how to collaborate through virtual telecommunication tools. 

 
A STRONG RECOVERY  
 
Even before the pandemic, Canadian employers reported difficulties in finding workers with the 
rights skills to keep up with advancements in technology. Yet, the breakneck speed of the digital 
revolution is unabated. In doing so, we can equip workers with the skills needed to navigate 
virtual workplaces and leverage digital tools and technologies to increase efficiency and 
productivity. This can help position Canada for a strong post-pandemic recovery, keeping our 
businesses strong—and in turn—our communities thriving.  
 
Unlike other skill types, such as math or reading, digital skills are tougher to nail down. That’s 
because the digital tools that largely dictate the types of skills we need are always evolving.  
 
It’s tough to have a clear grasp of the exact digital skills a person needs because skill needs are 
dependent on things like where they work, where they live, and their career goals. Not to 
mention, the digital skills one may learn to use a specific technology can quickly become out-of-
date as a new, more efficient tool comes along. 
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We know that digital skills are essential for a strong post-pandemic recovery. But we don’t have a 
clear picture of the exact digital skills that Canadian employers are looking for. We also don’t 
know where the digital skills talent gaps are across different sectors, industries, and regions. 
Knowing these gaps will allow us to respond with the right tools and training. 

 

INCLUSION AND EQUITY 

Inclusion and equity are critical in discussions about digital skills for Canadians’ success at work 
for a strong post-pandemic recovery. Though digital technologies can increase organizational 
capacity and productivity, inequitable access to these technologies or to the infrastructure to 
allow their use can leave people behind. For instance, rural and remote communities in Canada 
with limited or no access to broadband Internet face considerable barriers to being able to 
participate in and benefit from the digital revolution. 
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  MOTOR CARRIER PASSENGER COUNCIL OF CANADA DIGITIZATION PLAN 

 

The MCPCC submitted a comprehensive proposal for 
government funding to develop an Evergreen Virtual 
Learning Centre, digitizing NOS-based training with 
simulations. Programs can be accessed from anywhere 
at any time, increasing training candidates and 
completions, embedding principles of diversity and 
climate literacy. 

Project focuses on Building Talent for the Clean 
Economy contributing to Canada’s Climate Action Plan 
by developing Evergreen tools to support skills 
development, designing a talent acquisition and 
retention strategy of diversity and inclusion, addressing 
labour shortages, and facilitating workforce reskilling 
and upskilling. Project will develop accessible Creative 
Solutions and Sector-wide Standards benefitting over 
1600 industry employers, large and SME's. 
 
MCPCC FEASIBILITY STUDY: VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS VS REAL-WORLD TRAINING 
 
In general, real-world training has the following limitations:  
 
1. Time-consuming due to the efforts and time needed to set up the real-world training site and 

to travel to the site;  

2. Expensive due to the cost of preparing real-world training materials;  

3. Unappealing and unintuitive due to the lack of visual hints such as 3D animations for 
illustrating skills and processes; and  

4. Not be possible to train some skills in the real world such as emergency procedures that can 
be only safely trained in simulators. 

As VR training scenarios mainly involve computer-generated 3D graphics, VR developers can 
easily create a variety of scenarios from existing 3D assets, which can be repeatedly applied for 
training different people. Delivered through the internet, the scenarios are also convenient and 
inexpensive to access.  

VR is not limited to visual information, as the auditory, haptic, kinesthetic, and olfactory senses 
can be technologically simulated. Additionally, high-quality virtual content designs greatly 
improve VR training experiences.  

Building Talent for 
the Clean Economy 
Evergreen tools 
Skills Development 
Talent Acquisition 
Retention 
Diversity and 
Inclusion 
Reskilling/Upskilling 
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Platform-based simulators are usually bulky and very expensive. In current practice, in-class 
training is labor-intensive and costly especially with the current number of non-completes 
experienced in the bus industry. Moreover, behind-the-wheel training can lead to a high anxiety 
for trainees, resulting in a steeper learning curve and a longer training time.  

VR fills the gap between platform-based and flat-screen–based simulators. A major advantage of 
VR simulation training is that it allows people to practice under immersive, simulated dangerous 
scenarios. VR driving systems has shown to improve drivers’ bad driving habits with more 
significant and long-lasting effects compared to that of traditional training methods (e.g., 
booklets, videos). 

VR is also employed for assistive transportation training, such as wheelchair training, for people 
with physical or cognitive disabilities. The study showed a significant improvement in navigation 
performance and driving skills resulting from the use of the VR training system. Participants 
showed improvement in wheelchair control skills in terms of proficiency and precision after 
training with the generated scenes in VR.  

The vehicle and wheelchair VR training examples demonstrated that VR training is suitable for 
improving driving skills. Furthermore, research indicated that the participants are more 
concentrated and involved in VR than traditional driving training through a monitor. As 
mentioned previously, VR reduces the risks of training; beginner drivers can improve their driving 
skills in the virtual environment without risks of accidents. 

 
DIGITIZATION STUDY BY THE CONFERENCE BOARD OF CANADA 
 

The Conference Board of Canada, on behalf of the Future Skills Centre, is conducting a study on 
the digital skills Canadians need for a strong post-pandemic recovery. “We want to better 
understand digital skills so that our workforce and communities can grow and succeed in an 
increasingly digital future”. 

Insights from this project will: 
 Define digital skills and learn about where and how they’re used. 

 Identify the tools and training required to best respond to these gaps. 

 Establish where digital skills gaps exist by region, sector, and industry. 

of digitalization changed the workplace What digital skills do people need to succeed in 
your industry? To build on these findings, we will also 
survey Canadian skills leaders from across the country  
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PART THREE 

BUS INDUSTRY  
STATISTICS OVERVIEW 

 
 
Statistics Canada Released: 2021-06-03 
 
In 2019, total operating revenue earned by Canadian passenger bus and urban transit operators 
increased 5.7% to $15.3 billion compared with 2018. Total operating expenses were up 5.7% to 
$15.8 billion. This overall growth masked a continued divergence by type of carrier, namely 
between urban transit systems and interurban and rural bus transportation. 
The 2019 survey included carriers in urban transit systems, interurban and rural bus 
transportation, school and employee bus transportation, the charter bus industry, and scenic and 
sightseeing transportation. All these industries were severely affected by the COVID-
19 pandemic. As the 2019 reference year covers reporting periods from April 1, 2019, to 
March 31, 2020, survey results may reflect some initial disruptions. However, they will also 
provide a benchmark against which to compare the full impacts of travel restrictions and 
lockdowns first implemented in March 2020. 

Measures to combat COVID-19, including travel restrictions along with the temporary closing of 
businesses and schools, have hampered the Canadian passenger bus and urban transit industries. 
First, charter, airport, and scenic and sightseeing bus services are all down drastically, and school 
busing is also hurting. Then, Greyhound Canada announced in May 2021 that it will no longer 
offer domestic intercity service in Canada as a result of the pandemic. 
 
URBAN TRANSIT ACCOUNTS FOR LARGEST SHARE OF OPERATING REVENUE IN INDUSTRY 
 
Urban transit systems, which account for almost three-quarters (73.6%) of the industry's 
operating revenue as a whole, reported operating revenue (without subsidies) of $11.2 billion 
in 2019, up 7.6% from 2018. Ridership grew 3.0% to 2.3 billion trips. School and employee bus 
transportation (+3.1% to $2.5 billion) and the charter bus industry and scenic and sightseeing 
transportation (+0.9% to $681 million) also recorded increases in total revenue. 
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GREENING OF THE FLEET 
Urban transit systems are shifting to more sustainable forms of energy. In 2019, the industry 
used 972 million kilowatts of electricity to power rolling stock, an increase of just under 20% in 
five years. Ottawa's Confederation Line light rail transit—which opened in September 2019—
exemplifies this shift toward taking buses off the road. In February 2021, the federal government 
committed almost $15 billion for new public transit investments to fight climate change.
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INTERURBAN AND RURAL BUS TRANSPORTATION WANING 
 
The interurban and rural bus transportation industry has been struggling for almost a decade, 
posting losses in 9 of 10 years. In addition, 2019 marked the first full year since a major national  
intercity bus carrier scaled back most of its operations in Western Canada. Even more red ink 
was spilled during the 2019 fiscal year, with interurban and rural bus transportation posting a 
net operating loss of $43.1 million, driven by a 13.5% decline in total revenue. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
GLOBAL OUTLOOK 
 
NOTE: Keeping in mind the uncertainties of COVID-19, we are continuously tracking and 
evaluating the direct as well as the indirect influence of the pandemic. 
At present, there is a rise in the number of people travelling via bus on account of inflating fuel 
prices, traffic congestion, roadway expansion costs, and consumer preferences. As well, due to 
environmental concerns, there is an increase in people opting for public transportation.  

Moreover, buses help with social inclusion and education, employment, and healthcare 
facilities, are also used for advertising products, political and public information campaigns. As 
they are operated by professional drivers, buses have lower accident rates.  

Key players are focusing on strategic developments and mergers and acquisitions to expand 
geographical presence. Governments of numerous countries are adopting electric buses to 
reduce the emissions of greenhouse (GHGs) gases, positively influencing the market. Some of 
the other factors, such as concessionary travel bus passes, rising automation in the 
transportation industry, rapid urbanization, and the increasing use of big data to optimize 
routes, vehicle dispatch, and schedules, are facilitating the growth of the market. 

See our MCPCC BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL| LABOUR MARKET REPORT 2022 FOR CANADIAN 
PROGRESS IN ELECTRIFICATION. 
https://www.buscouncil.ca/downloads/2022_LMI_business_financial_en.pdf (Page 24) 
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PART FOUR 

WORKFORCE PROFILE 

 
 
The motor carrier passenger industry of Canada, the bus industry, 
is an essential component of Canada’s transportation infrastructure,   
with business activity of approximately 1,615 companies in 2019, 
(compared with 1,112 in 2018), generating 23,335,858 in operating  
and non-operating revenues, (compared with 22,226,739 in 2018), 
and employing over 122,923 full-time equivalent people, up 2.6%  
 

 

The industry is composed of numerous occupations, each with its own skills and responsibilities. 
Each is dependent on the others to ensure that together, they are capable of meeting their 
customers’ requirements. 

The occupation most commonly associated with the industry and by far the most visible is that 
of the bus operator. Based on Statistics Canada data for 2018, 68% of the industry’s employees 
are drivers/operators. Mechanics, the second most sizeable occupational group, represent only 
6% of employees.  Other positions include dispatchers, supervisors, inspectors, licensed trades, 
maintenance workers, training and safety personnel, sales and service personnel, finance and 
administrative staff, planners and schedulers and management, and other professionals.  

INDUSTRY SECTORS 
URBAN TRANSIT  
INTERCITY BUS  
SCHOOL BUS  
TOUR AND CHARTER  
ACCESSIBLE SERVICES  
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TABLE 1: TOTAL BUS INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT 
STATISTICS AND BY SECTOR (2016-2019)1 

2016 2017 2018 2019 

URBAN TRANSIT SYSTEMS  62,704 62,653 63,234 66,579 

Drivers 32,619 32,737 34,276 35,706 

Mechanics 4,310 4,321 4,858 4,895 

Other Employees 25,775 25,595 24,100 25,978 

INTERURBAN AND RURAL BUS  4,689  2877 2174 2058 

Drivers 3,498 1791 1462 1543 

Mechanics 431 263 315 230 

Other Employees 760 823 397 357 

SCHOOL/EMPLOYEE BUS TRANSPORTATION  47,719 43,510 41,779 40,622 

Drivers 42,274 39,497 36,987 36,556 

Mechanics 2,138 1,693 1,777 1,544 

Other Employees 3,307 2,320 3,015 2,522 

CHARTER AND SIGHTSEEING BUS INDUSTRIES  6,509 5,937 6,448 6,768 

Drivers 4,263 3,575 4,415 4,805 

Mechanics 469 370 368 434 

Other Employees 1,777 1,992 1,665 1,529 

OTHER TRANSIT/GROUND TRANSPORTATION 5,319 5,813 6,119 6,896 

Drivers 4,028 4,422 4,945 5,522 

Mechanics 122 118 150 163 

Other Employees 1,169 1,273 1,024 1,211 

TOTAL BUS INDUSTRY (2019)  126,940 120,789 119,754 122,923 

TOTAL DRIVERS 86,681 82,021 82,085 84,060 

TOTAL MECHANICS 7,470 6,765 7,468 7266 

TOTAL OTHER EMPLOYEES 32,789 32,003 30,201 31,597  

 
1 Statistics Canada.  Table  23-10-0083-01   Canadian bus/urban transit industries, employment and compensation  
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The range of occupations varies with the size of the organization. Larger organizations have both 
the need and the wherewithal to make use of specialized resources, such as human resource 
specialists, dedicated training and educational staff, customer service and marketing 
professionals and more varied administrative and managerial positions. Smaller organizations 
are comprised of people who are often relied upon to be multi-tasking employees whose actual 
workday activities cross the boundaries of conventional job descriptions. 

The industry is committed to the principle of equal employment and advancement opportunity 
for all employees and potential employees, along with a discrimination - and harassment-free 
workplace environment as demonstrated by the many programs implemented across Canada to 
invite interest in employment by all qualified members of society. 

KEY INDUSTRY OCCUPATIONS 2016 National Occupational Classification (NOC) 
(Most used Titles) 
 
• Professional Bus Operator (NOC 7512) 

• Licensed Mechanic (NOC 7321)2   

• Training Instructor (NOC 4021)  

• Garage Assistant (NOC 7612) 

• Maintenance Worker (NOC 6732 

• Dispatcher (NOC 1525) 

• Scheduler/Planner (NOC 1526) 

• Bus Operations Manager (NOC 0731) 

• Bus Operations Supervisor (NOC 7305) 

 
NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION (NOC) UPDATE 
The National Occupational Classification (NOC) is Canada’s national system for 
describing occupations.  You can search the NOC to find where an occupation is 
classified or to learn about its main duties, educational requirements or other useful 
information. 

On September 21st 2021, Employment and Social Development Canada (ESDC) and Statistics 
Canada released the new National Occupational Classification (NOC) 2021 for data collection 
purposes. ESDC’s programs are expected to start the implementation process of the NOC 2021 
in late 2022 as survey and census data based on the new classification becomes available. 
 
The NOC 2021 Version 1.0 overhauls the "Skill Level" structure by introducing a new 
categorization representing the degree of Training, Education, Experience and 
Responsibilities (TEER) required for an occupation. The NOC 2021 Version 1.0 also introduces a 
new 5-digit hierarchical structure, compared to a 4-digit hierarchical structure in the previous 
versions of the classification. Instead of occupations being classified as Skill Level A, B, C, or D, 
under the 2021 NOC codes, occupations will be classified at TEER Category 0-5. 

 
2 Includes apprentice mechanics  
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2016 NOC Codes 
SKILL LEVELS 

2021 NOC Codes  
TEER CATEGORIES TEER DESCRIPTION 

 TEER Category 0 Management 

Skill Level “A” TEER Category 1 Completion university (bachelor’s, masters or 
doctorate) OR previous experience and expertise in 
subject matter knowledge from a related occupation 
found in TEER 2 (when applicable). 

Skill Level “B” TEER Category 2 Completion of a 2–3-year post-secondary education 
program at community college, institute of 
technology, OR CÉGEP; OR Completion of a 2-5 
apprenticeship training program; OR 
occupations with supervisory or significant safety (e.g., 
police officers and firefighters) responsibilities; OR 
several years of experience in a related occupation 
from TEER 3 (when applicable). 

Skill Level “C” TEER Category 3 Completion of a post-secondary education program of 
less than two years at community college, institute of 
technology, OR CÉGEP; OR completion of an 
apprenticeship training program of less than two 
years; OR 6+ months of on-the-job training, training 
courses, OR specific work experience with some 
secondary school education; OR several years of 
experience in a related occupation from TEER 4 (when 
applicable). 

Skill Level “D” TEER Category 4 Completion of secondary school; OR Several weeks of 
on-the-job training with some secondary school 
education; OR experience in a related occupation from 
TEER 5 (when applicable). 

 TEER Category 5 No formal educational requirement 

 

 

 
 

MCPCC ACCREDITED TRAINING ACKNOWLEDGED 

The MCPCC has submitted justification to ESDC over the years to raise the level of the 
Professional Bus Operator based on in-house MCPCC Industry Accredited Training being 
equivalent to a college level credential.  
 
We are pleased that the 2021 National Occupational Classification system now acknowledges 
that the accredited training delivered by Industry is of the standard of a college education or 
apprenticeship training. The Professional Bus Operator in the revised 2021 NOC has been 
elevated to TEER 3.   
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Bus Industry Key Occupations 

Our Title and 2016 NOC Code and Title in Brackets Our Title and 2021 NOC Code and Title in Brackets 

Professional Bus Operator (NOC 7512 bus drivers, 
subway operators and other transit operators)  

Professional Bus Operator (NOC 73301 bus drivers, 
subway operators and other transit operators) 
NOTE: SKILL LEVEL AND EDUCATION UPGRADED 

Skill Level C - Occupations usually require secondary 
school and/or occupation-specific training. 

TEER 3 – Occupations usually require a college diploma 
or apprenticeship training of less than two years; or 
more than six months of on-the-job training 

 

 

Licensed Mechanic (NOC 7321 automotive service 
technicians, truck and bus mechanics and mechanical 
repairers) 

Licensed Mechanic (NOC 72410 automotive service 
technicians, truck and bus mechanics and mechanical 
repairers) 

Skill Level B - Occupations usually require college 
education, specialized training or apprenticeship 
training 

TEER 2 – Occupations usually require a college diploma 
or apprenticeship training of two or more years; or 
supervisory occupations 

Training Instructor (NOC 4021 college and other 
vocational instructors 

Training Instructor (41210 college and other vocational 
instructors  

Skill Level A – Occupations usually require university 
education. 

TEER 1 – Occupations usually require a university 
degree 

Garage Assistant (NOC 7612 other trades helpers and 
labourers) 

Garage Assistant (75119 other trades helpers and 
labourers) 

Skill level D – On-the-job training is usually provided 
for occupations. 

TEER 5 - Occupations usually require short-term work 
demonstration and no formal education 

Maintenance Worker (NOC 6732 specialized 
cleaners) 

Maintenance Worker (65311 specialized cleaners) 

Skill Level D – On-the-job training is usually provided 
for occupations. 

TEER 5 – Occupations usually require short-term work 
demonstration and no formal education 

Dispatcher (NOC 1525 dispatchers) Dispatcher (14404 dispatchers)   
Skill Level C – Occupations usually require secondary 
school and/or occupation-specific training. 

TEER 4 – Occupations usually require a secondary 
school diploma; or several weeks of on-the-job training 

Scheduler/Planner (NOC 1526 Transportation route 
and crew schedulers) 

Scheduler/Planner (14405 Transportation route and 
crew schedulers)  

Skill level C – Occupations usually require secondary 
school and/or occupation-specific training. 

TEER 4 – Occupations usually require a secondary 
school diploma; or several weeks of on-the-job training 

Bus Operations Manager (NOC 0731 managers in 
transportation)  

Bus Operations Manager (70020 managers in 
transportation 

Skill Level A – Occupations usually require university 
education. 

TEER 0 - Occupations usually require university 
education. 

Bus Operations Supervisor (NOC 7305 supervisors, 
motor transport and other ground transit operators)  

Bus Operations Supervisor (72024) supervisors, motor 
transport and other ground transit operators)  

Skill level B – Occupations usually require college 
education, specialized training or apprenticeship 
training. 

TEER 2 – Occupations usually require a college diploma 
or apprenticeship training of two or more years; or 
supervisory occupations 
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PART FIVE 

SKILLS FOR SUCCESS 

 
 
 
UPDATE TO THE FORMER ESSENTIAL SKILLS 
 
THE NEW SKILLS FOR SUCCESS MODEL 
EMPLOYMENT AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT CANADA 
 

The Skills for Success Model is for all Canadians who need to improve their foundational and 
transferable skills. The model responds to the needs of the current and future labour market. 
 
 
What’s Changed from the Essential Skills framework to the new Skills for Success model. 
 

 Two new skills: Adaptability – which integrates continuous learning – and creativity and 
innovation. 

 Document Use integrated in reading, writing and numeracy. 

 The scope of computer use is now broader to cover digital, which includes the use of 
different digital devices and platforms. 

 Oral communication is now communication and includes broader concepts, such as non-
verbal communication. 

 Working with others is now collaboration to reflect a broader scope, which contains 
inclusivity and respect for diversity. 

 Thinking skills, which includes critical thinking and decision-making, is now problem solving. 
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Our Labour Market Report 2021 outlines the Duties, Requirements, Work Environment, 
Essential Skills and Attributes, Scope and Career Path for the Key Industry Occupations 
https://www.buscouncil.ca/downloads/2021_LMI_employment_development_en.pdf 
Page 9 - 19 
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OPERATORS’ SPECIALTY PROFILES 

 
 

Urban Bus Operators travel prescribed routes in towns, cities and the suburbs picking up 
passengers at designated stops according to defined schedules. Often, they must deal with 
heavy traffic and congested streets while collecting fares, issuing transfers and validating 
passes. Many urban buses now have wheelchair accessible features, which may require the 
Bus Operator to assist the passenger on and off the bus by operating ramps or lifts and 
securing the wheelchair. 

 
  

 
Intercity Bus Operators typically pick up passengers at inner-city bus terminals and drive 
them directly to bus terminals in other cities. However, some Intercity Bus Operators 
make frequent stops to pick up and drop off passengers and parcels at local agencies. 
Parcel pick-up and delivery is an important component of the Intercity Bus Operator’s 
work, which may entail some heavy lifting and maintaining careful records. 

 

 

School Bus Operators drive students to and from school, and to and from intramural 
activities, stopping and starting in both rural and urban areas. These operators have the 
additional safety and security responsibility associated with carrying students, i.e., 
maintaining order, and ensuring safe stopping and starting, often on busy highways and 
country roads. In most areas they are also responsible for controlling traffic through the use   
of flashing lights. Some School Buses now have wheelchair accessible features, which 
require the Bus Operator to assist the passenger on and off the bus and secure 
wheelchairs/scooters. 

 

 
Tour and Charter Bus Operators convey passengers from point to point for specific 
purposes, such as sightseeing tours, transporting passengers from their hotel to the 
airport or rail station, or transporting groups, i.e., sports teams or the elderly. Tour and 
Charter Bus Operators often have the additional responsibility of acting as Tour Guides, 
and as such, they must be knowledgeable of the sights and places of interest. 

 
 

 
Accessible Services Bus Operators transport passengers using vehicles specially equipped to 
accommodate wheelchairs, scooters and people with special needs. They provide a door-to-
door service assisting passengers from and to their doors and on to and off the bus. 
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PART SIX 

SKILLS SHORTAGES 

 
 
Our Industry faced with an older workforce than the Canadian average, an increasingly volatile 
working environment, and damaging fallout from the pandemic, has experienced considerable 
attrition with workers leaving prematurely over concerns of health and safety, difficulty 
attracting and replacing workers with the required and appropriate foundational skills to deal 
with an industry prioritizing a high-level demand of customer service, health and safety, 
communication and problem solving. 
 
Consequently, there is a significant shortage of skilled labour in key positions, particularly 
drivers, mechanics, trainers, maintenance and management, threatening industry growth and 
services, which needs to be addressed now to support the significant climate change and 
infrastructure investments of both federal and provincial/territorial governments in the 
transportation industry.  
 
According to a recent KPMG outlook poll, 68% of companies reported that they are having a 
difficult time hiring for skill sets they will need to grow in the future. As well, even among 
employees 70% have not mastered the skills they need for their jobs. Building critical skills and 
competencies within an organization is cited as the number one imperative for business leaders. 
The bus industry mirrors these statistics. 
 
Research tells us 3.1 million Canadian jobs — or 15% of the labour force — will be disrupted 
over the next 10 years as the country transitions toward a Net Zero economy. Canada’s 
transportation, will undergo one of the most significant early shifts, as 40% of new jobs in 
trades, transport, and equipment require an enhanced skill set.  A comprehensive and diverse 
skills strategy incorporating the reskilling and upskilling in key areas such as data analysis, 
problem solving, use of digital technology, collaboration and leadership is critical right now to 
achieve our Net Zero goals and enable participants to be more productive in our workforce. 
 
MCPCC RESEARCH TO BUILD A SKILLED WORKFORCE 

 Address Canada’s bus industry 
workforce skills gaps.  

 Create an inclusive and diverse industry 
workforce. 

 

 Match job requirements with talent 
skills. 

 Build and access industry missing skills 
through effective realignment, training, 
and recruitment.
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ACTIVITIES USING NEW TECHNOLOGIES TO BUILD CRITICAL SKILLS AND COMPETENCIES  
 
Research the contributing factors to the Canadian skills gaps. 

Research bus industry demographics workforce profile to assess degree of diversity and 
inclusivity and barriers.  

Consult with under-represented groups for input on ways to eliminate barriers. 

Document the features that under-represented groups are looking for in an inclusive workplace 
in the bus industry. 

Produce report on demographic workforce profile embedding recommendations from under-
represented groups and develop strategy to eliminate any potential barriers. 

Review updated 2021 National Occupation Classification (NOC) system by key positions. 

Assess and document impact any changes the NOC will have in the Skills for Success model. 

Assess emerging technologies and their impact on the changing nature of work and related skills 
required; document changes. 

Develop ideal job profiles for 9 key positions based on the new Skills for Success model, 
broadening the scope of each position to include opportunities for accommodation for people 
with disabilities, flexible working conditions for women and other under-represented groups, 
from research and consultations with industry working groups. 

Conduct validation of job profiles and skills gap analysis with ideal job profiles. 

Develop a digitized tool to match job requirements and needed skills and pilot test.  

Develop a best practices resource to equip organizations on how to determine needs, take 
inventory, find gaps, how to build and access missing skills through effective realignment, 
training, and recruitment. 
 
Create a retention strategy with effective onboarding processes including digitization.  

Research and develop strategies to inform on how transferable skills can be utilized across 
various roles in the organization. 
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PART SEVEN 

EDUCATION 

 
 
APPRENTICESHIPS 
Released: 2021-12-06 
 
NEW REGISTRATIONS IN REGISTERED APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS - CANADA 

55,455 
2020 

-28.5%  
(annual change) 

Source(s): Table 37-10-0023-01. 
 
CERTIFICATES AWARDED TO REGISTERED APPRENTICES AND TRADE QUALIFIERS - CANADA 

35,256 
2020 

-32.7%  
(annual change) 

Source(s): Table 37-10-0089-01. 
 

New apprenticeship registrations were down by over one-quarter in 2020, and certifications 
were down by almost one-third—the largest declines since the data series began in 1991. 
Female apprentices were more likely than their male counterparts to be affected by the 
measures to contain the spread of COVID-19. 

LARGEST YEAR-OVER-YEAR DECLINE IN NEW APPRENTICESHIP REGISTRATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS ON RECORD 
 
There were 55,455 new registrations in apprenticeship programs in 2020, down 28.5% (-22,119) 
from a year earlier, and 35,256 certifications, down 32.7% (-17,112). These were the largest 
year-over-year declines in both since the beginning of the series in 1991. 
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CHART 1 NEW REGISTRATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS IN APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS, CANADA 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
With the onset of the pandemic in mid-March 2020, the provinces and territories implemented 
guidelines, restrictions and lockdowns that greatly impacted the ability of Canadians to register 
in an apprenticeship program or achieve certification.  Apprenticeship training programs and on-
the-job experience are essential for developing the skills and knowledge of tradespeople and for 
maintaining a skilled labour force in Canada. 
 
IMPACTS OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC COULD RESULT IN LARGE GAPS IN THE SUPPLY OF AND 
DEMAND FOR JOURNEYPERSONS IN FUTURE YEARS 
 
Many provinces and territories reported their lowest numbers of new apprenticeship 
registrations and certifications in a generation, with some hitting their lowest levels ever. The 
Northwest Territories (36) reported the lowest number of new registrations ever recorded in 
that territory, while Alberta (4,332), New Brunswick (636), and Newfoundland and Labrador 
(240) reported record low certifications in 2020. The vast majority of the decline in new 
registrations and certifications occurred in Ontario, Quebec, Alberta and British Columbia.  
 
Ontario reported the largest drop in new registrations (-7,785, or -37.1%), followed by Quebec (-
4,572, or -19.4%), Alberta (-3,927, or -33.8%) and British Columbia (-3,267, or -23.9%). All four 
provinces also reported similar declines in certifications, with Quebec posting the largest drop—
down 5,313 (-27.9%) compared with 2019. 
 
The declines in these four provinces and the rest of Canada, could lead to discrepancies 
between supply and demand for apprentices in the future. Recent study by The Canadian 
Apprenticeship Forum found that, from 2021 to 2025, an estimated 375,026 new registrations 
and 163,785 certifications will be needed to sustain requirements in the Red Seal trades. 
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According to the study results, demand for apprentices is projected to be especially pronounced 
in Ontario, Alberta, British Columbia and Quebec. From 2021 to 2025, the number of 
certifications will need to reach 52,843 in Ontario, 39,230 in Alberta, 26,869 in British Columbia 
and 20,927 in Quebec to sustain the skilled workforce in these provinces.  In other words, these 
four provinces would require 328,986 new registrations in Red Seal trades over the five-year 
period, according to the Canadian Apprenticeship Forum. 

. 
 
 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
DECLINES IN NEW REGISTRATIONS 
AND CERTIFICATIONS NOT AS 
PRONOUNCED AS PRELIMINARY 
ESTIMATES SUGGESTED 
 

 PROVINCE 
NEW 
REGISTRATIONS CERTIFICATIONS 

Ontario 148,988 52,843 

British Columbia 83,277 26,869 

Alberta 75,467 39,230 

Atlantic Canada 23,966 11,806 

Quebec 21,254 20,927 

Manitoba 13,914 4,877 

Saskatchewan 8,160 7,233 

 
ESTIMATED NEW 
REGISTRATIONS AND 
CERTIFICATIONS REQUIRED 
2021 TO 2025, NUMBER 
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Preliminary results published in 2020 suggested a 38.2% decline in new registrations and 
a 42.9% decrease in certifications, whereas current data show a 28.5% decline in new 
registrations and a 32.7% decrease in certifications. Although the declines were still large, the 
addition of Quebec and Nunavut data to the preliminary estimates, as well as revisions, resulted 
in a less pronounced decline in 2020 than originally estimated. 
 

NEW REGISTRATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS BY TRADE, 2020 
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In addition, there is potential for further recovery in apprenticeship programs in 2021. One of 
the consequences associated with the lockdowns and restrictions was a large increase in job 
vacancies in the trades.  
 
While job vacancies in all sectors were up in the second quarter of 2021, compared with before 
the pandemic in the first quarter of 2020, the largest increases in demand were in health care 
and social assistance (+37,770), retail trade (+33,995), accommodation and food services 
(+28,800), construction (+27,800), and manufacturing (+23,830).  
 
The loosening of COVID-19 restrictions, along with the increased demand for tradespeople, 
could result in significantly higher new apprenticeship registrations and certifications in 2021. 
 
 
TABLE 1 - APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM REGISTRATIONS   

 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Heavy duty 
equipment 
mechanics 

14,148 12,963 12,555 13,023 12,252 

 
TABLE 2 - CERTIFICATES GRANTED TO REGISTERED APPRENTICES AND TRADE QUALIFIERS  
 
 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Heavy duty 
equipment 
mechanics 

1,641 1,593 1,527 1,425 933 

Statistics Canada. Table 37-10-0089-01 Number of certificates granted to registered apprentices and trade 
qualifiers 
 

TABLE 3 - NUMBER OF APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM REGISTRATIONS 
 

 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Electricians 71,283 69,987 68,385 68,175 64,872 

Statistics Canada. Table 37-10-0023-01 Number of apprenticeship program registrations 
 
TABLE 4 - CERTIFICATES GRANTED TO REGISTERED APPRENTICES AND TRADE QUALIFIERS  
 
 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Electricians 8484 7986 8790 8499 5661 

Statistics Canada. Table 37-10-0089-01 Number of certificates granted to registered apprentices and trade 
qualifiers 
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THE CANADIAN APPRENTICESHIP FORUM IS A GREAT RESOURCE FOR INFORMATION ON THE TRADES. 
 
 
https://caf-fca.org/ 

 
May 30, 2022 
The federal government announced nearly 
$247 million to help create more than 
25,000 apprenticeship positions in skilled 
trades across Canada. Employment Minister 
Carla Qualtrough says the money will fund 
13 programs to help small and medium-
sized employers offer apprenticeship 
training. 
 
In a news release, Qualtrough says that 
more than $45 million will go to the 

Canadian Apprenticeship Forum to help hire 
4,000 first-year apprentices in the 
construction and manufacturing trades. 
 
The government says about 700,000 skilled 
trades workers are expected to retire in 
Canada by 2028. The Canadian 
Apprenticeship Forum says in the news 
release that in order to meet demand for 
skilled workers, an average of 75,000 new 
apprentices will need to be hired per year 
over the next five years. 

 
 
REPORTS 
 
APPRENTICESHIP DEMAND: https://caf-fca.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/2021-Fact-
Sheet_Apprentice-Demand.pdf  
 
SUPPORTING WOMEN IN TRADES NATIONAL STRATEGY: https://caf-fca.org/wp-
content/uploads/2022/05/swit-year-one-report-EN.pdf 
 
COMPLETION RATES IN CANADA: https://caf-fca.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/2021-Fact-
Sheet_Completion-Rates.pdf 
 
APPRENTICE DEMAND IN RED SEAL TRADES: A 2021 NATIONAL LABOUR MARKET 
INFORMATION REPORT: https://caf-fca.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/CAF_Report_LMI-
2021_EN_National_-FINAL-1.pdf 

 

BUS INDUSTRY PROFILE 

Of the three primary distinct occupations that make up the industry (operators, mechanics and 
supervisors), operators and supervisors appear to have generally similar educational 
backgrounds. Supervisors, however, are on average slightly more highly educated; 
proportionally fewer tend to have not finished high school and a greater share have a non 
trade-related certificate or degree.  
 
Mechanics are far more likely to have completed a specialized training program, primarily to 
meet certification requirements. When compared to the general population, primarily operators 
have shown a significantly larger shift toward greater education between 2010 and 2021. 
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Source: Industry surveys and interviews 2021 
BUS INDUSTRY PROFILE 
Source: Industry surveys and interviews 2019 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
Less than Secondary 
Secondary 
Trades and other certificates (diplomas) 
University 
(7321) Automotive service 
technicians, truck mechanics 
and mechanical repairers 

Source: Industry surveys and interviews 2021 

LEVEL OF EDUCATION BY INDUSTRY OCCUPATION 
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PART EIGHT 

WORKLIFE EVOLUTION 

 
(7412) Bus drivers transit operators 

Well-being (WB) has become an increasing concern for both 
employers and employees, heightened due to the pandemic 
and increasing challenges of competition requiring businesses 
to undergo frequent changes.  A healthy work-life balance in 
the first years of the 21st century and today are top of mind by 
both employers and employee.
 
For many people, remote and hybrid work have completely changed our work habits, schedules, 
where and when we get work done, as well as the boundaries we have between work and 
home. While some knowledge workers already had access to work-issued technology like a 
smartphone, and video, the pandemic exacerbated our technology use. For many, video calls 
were the only means of communication and socialization for a moment in time. 
 
(WB) is a series of adjustments to work and life, allowing people to feel that work and life are 
under control. Well-being involves juggling workplace stress with the daily pressures of families 
dealing with multiple responsibilities of personal and professional life. An effective workplace 
support program provided to employees helps to maintain well-being. Well-being has been 
defined as “The state of less role conflict with better satisfaction and good functioning at work 
and home”.  
 
IMPORTANCE OF WELL-BEING 
 
Employees with an improved well-being are more likely to feel motivated with less stress. 
 Employees with an improved well-being increase company productivity, reduce conflicts 

between co-workers and management, and exhibit increased motivation and less stress. 
 Companies that encourage improved well-being are more attractive. 
 Companies encouraging well-being often enjoy higher employee retention rates and lower 

absenteeism. 
22) Supervisors, motor 
A January, 2022, survey from the Bank of Canada revealed 19.3 per cent of workers expect to 
quit their current job in the next 12 months. The bank notes the record high number of 
Canadians planning to change jobs likely reflects a pent-up demand for change in a market of 
increasing opportunities. 
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In 2021, 18 per cent, and 15 per cent in Canada, said they left for greener pastures, but a much 
larger number are considering leaving this year. Younger workers, especially, are feeling the call 
to look for something new: 52 per cent of generation Z and millennials, both globally and in 
Canada, said they would think about quitting this year. Overall, 43 per cent, and 37 per cent in 
Canada, are open to other opportunities. Those numbers are up from last year, Microsoft said, 
signalling a continuation of what it calls the Great Reshuffle. 

 
2022 GLOBAL WORKFORCE:  CONTINUED ADAPTATION AND STRIKING WORK-LIFE 
BALANCE IN THE AGE OF HYBRID WORK MODELS AND AI-AUGMENTED WORKFORCES 

 
1. THE INCREASING POPULARITY OF HYBRID WORKING 

 A balance between in-office and remote work options will be key, as research revealed that 
64 percent of employees would pay for access to an office space, and 75 percent would give 
up at least one benefit or perk for the freedom to choose their work environment.  

 Seventy-nine percent of C-suite executives plan to let their employees split their time 
between corporate offices and remote working if their job allows for it. Another 76 percent 
say they are likely to give their employees a stipend to work from home or access to a 
coworking space. They recognize flexibility, work-life balance, and schedule control as the 
top advantages of the new hybrid work model. 

 
2. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND AUTOMATION 
 
Predictions by the World Economic Forum state that AI and automation will lead to 97 million 
new jobs by the year 2025. Many workers in existing jobs will also find their roles evolving with 
the use of AI technology, augmenting their abilities to keep up with the changing times.  
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This increased flexibility, efficiency, and 
safeguarding against future global 
disasters has done more than prepare 
companies in the event of turbulent 
times but will also continue to greatly 
improve daily operations for both 
leaders and employees in 2022.   

AI is expected to assist companies in expanding their talent pool by helping hiring managers take 
their recruitment strategies farther afield and consider a more diverse group of job applicants. 
In order to reach this goal successfully, however, talent acquisition teams must be sure to select 
technology designed to incorporate the voices of a diverse community of individuals.  

 

3. BUILDING STRATEGIES AROUND RESILIENCE 

Prior to the pandemic, it was more common for companies to structure their hiring practices 
around achieving greater efficiency. Following 2020, recruiting priorities shifted to a greater 
focus on employee resilience and appreciation of workers with an overlap in skills. In addition, 
leaders are incorporating more flexible processes and automating their workflows to ensure 
higher operational efficiency and a reliable safety net.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
4. WELLNESS 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

A sub-trend of this priority shift, but no 

less vital, is the evolution of how 

employers view employee healthcare, 

mental health, and wellbeing.  

Employee wellness is set to become an 

increasingly prominent part of companies’ 

overall business strategy. Leaders are 

taking more responsibility for helping 

employees maintain mental, financial, and 

physical wellness. 
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5. SKILLS DEVELOPMENT VERSUS ROLE DEVELOPMENT 
 
Most companies’ organizational structure has shifted over time as the traditional hierarchical 
team model evolves. It has become much more standard for companies to implement and 
nurture the “flat” organizational structure, which promotes a more collaborative approach to 
communication, problem-solving, and reporting.  
 
This change from a role- to skills-based approach will continue to further drive success and 
innovation. Employees are better positioned to capitalize on future career opportunities and 
goals if companies continue to focus on skills development, rather than specific role 
development.  This new approach is likely to be a top trend through 2022. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
6. THE IMPORTANCE OF EMPLOYEE FEEDBACK 
 
Regularly engaging with employees and seeking feedback enhances innovation. In 2022, 
company leaders and managers will go beyond merely listening to employees by implementing 
employee feedback programs, leveraging technology, and utilizing various channels to gauge the 
pulse of employees.  
 
Annual feedback gathering strategies like rolling out a company-wide survey will no longer be 
sufficient. Companies will be looking to go beyond surface level engagement and aim to 
understand the voices of their workforce. 
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7. INCLUSION AND ADVANCING DIVERSITY EFFORTS 

Organizations will commit to embracing intelligent inclusion, which refers to the 
implementation of inclusive behavior that becomes so ingrained among teams, it becomes a 
habit. Leaders will also focus on emphasizing the why behind inclusion, showcasing how it 
positively impacts overall employee wellbeing, performance, productivity, and workplace 
culture.  

One tangible example cited by Deloitte showed that demographically diverse teams can 
enhance innovation by 20 percent and reduce risks by up to 30 percent. Hiring from a diverse 
selection of candidates also increases the chances of finding the right person for a role. New 
recruits that feel valued and part of an inclusive work environment are also less inclined to 
resign. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. THE ADVANTAGES OF COLLABORATION 

Internal collaboration ultimately leads to opportunities for companies to create diverse teams 
with various skills and levels. Team collaboration is the cornerstone of any successful business. 
Collaborative workplaces see increased levels of trust, a more engaged workforce, and improved 
performance. 

Collaboration Strategies 
 
Share the company's mission often. 
Communicate expectation for collaboration. 
Define and communicate your team's goals. 
Highlight individuals' strengths. 
Celebrate and reward teamwork. 

Encourage creativity and lead by example. 
Share knowledge and insight. 
Promote a community environment. 
Foster honest and open communication. 
Invest in collaboration tools. 
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9. THE EVOLUTION OF VIRTUAL MEETINGS 

The world has become more comfortable and adaptable to video meetings, and in 2022, that 
comfort and adaptability will lead to greater online meeting efficiency.  

These trends will shape the workforce throughout 2022 as company leaders and their teams 
work to adapt to a post-pandemic business world.  

Factors like employee acquisition, retention, and engagement strategies will continue to evolve 
to ensure companies are doing more than attracting the best talent — but supporting this talent 
with everything they need to navigate the new era of work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
OUR REPORT ON WELL-BEING AND WORK-LIFE BALANCE MODELS  
AND STRATEGIES CAN BE FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE:  
https://www.buscouncil.ca/downloads/2022_Well_being_and_work_life_balance_EN.pdf  
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PART NINE 

CAREERS 

 
 

The recruitment crisis being faced by public transit and other bus sectors, in all types of roles, is 
well documented. Companies are reporting a record number of open positions with resignation 
rates highest among mid-career employees and highest in the technology and healthcare 
industries. 
 
These trends highlight the importance of understanding why people are leaving and what can be 
done to prevent The Great Resignation. It also calls for a data-driven approach to determine not 
just how many people are quitting, but who exactly has the highest turnover risk. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Given the long tenure of experienced workers in the Bus Industry means that great knowledge 
skills, and mentoring will be lost.  

Moreover, surveys indicate that the young workforce of today, the millennials, are not looking 
for long tenured careers and the least interested in the benefits of public sector jobs.  

The Great Resignation predicts a large 
number of people leaving their jobs 
after the COVID pandemic ends and life 
returns to "normal."  

Managers are now navigating the 
ripple effects from the pandemic, as 
employees re-evaluate their careers 
and leave their jobs in record numbers.  
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The baby boomer generation has swelled the ranks of transit and 

bus professionals, and their eligibility for retirement is leaving 

organizations with a looming shortage of employees.  
 
RECRUITMENT  
 
The bus and transit industry has faced personnel shortages for decades and has often funded 
research to address the difficulty of attracting and recruiting workers. That said, the current 
crisis isn’t new. As significant retirements are imminent, we look to the Millennials (born 1981-
96), who have become the largest group of professionals in the labour force, making up roughly 
one-third of employees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The academic research shows that millennials are more willing to leave jobs. As the most 
interconnected generation ever, millennials are probably well aware of other opportunities. 
Millennials are more likely than their older colleagues to live in urban environments, shy away 
from auto ownership, have strong commitment to climate change, and take public transit.  

ATTRACTING MILLENNIALS 

Highlight benefits like competitive salary, health 

insurance, professional development, job 

flexibility, remote work and company culture. 

Motivate younger employees by creating a clear 

company vision and emphasizing job flexibility 

and collaboration. 
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Millennials are tech-savvy and see how technology 
can be used (or invented) to improve things that 
“have always been done that way.” Flexibility is 
not a word commonly associated with transit 
employment but is appealing to the millennial. In a 
technical or operational role this can be hard, 
though sophisticated scheduling software, and 
receptive management can alleviate this to an 
extent.  
 

ATTRACTIVENESS 
In many ways the transit industry offers an attractive career path. There are two main areas of 
attraction: conventional appeal (those things that have always been an attraction to a career in 
public service) and new appeal (those things that are particularly attractive when targeting 
millennials). 

CONVENTIONAL APPEAL 

Training, professional development and career progression is important in attracting recruits. 
Baby boomers had a quiet expectation that years of diligent service would be rewarded. 
Millennials need more clarity and transparency. They expect to be supported, coached, and 
mentored. A good way to develop staff is to rotate employees between departments to fast 
track toward management.  

Specialist recruiters say that for millennials, work-life balance is more important that 
remuneration. Also, fringe benefits are money, in a different form. Public agencies generally 
offer better medical care, vacation and pension payments than in the private sector. And 
perhaps crucially, in many roles, as is well documented paid overtime. 

NEW APPEAL 
Millennials tend to be idealistic and expect organizations to live up to their stated values. Transit 
agencies must be aware that their leadership may be held to account by their staff. Transit 
agencies should create a narrative that sets out a line of sight between organizational goals 
what is expected of staff.  In a world where one embarrassing tweet from one well-connected 
disgruntled employee can wreak havoc, agencies need to tread carefully. 

 

Millennials need more clarity and transparency. They expect to be 
supported, coached, and mentored… 
 

For the management or administrative staff this is easier to grant as office work can be 
performed anywhere anytime, as we experienced over the past two years of the pandemic. 
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CAREER PROGRESSION CHALLENGES 
 
Given that over 68% of employees are in one job [bus operator], it follows those promotional 
opportunities for this group are limited.  Career enhancement strategies and lifelong learning 
programs need to be created for all positions within systems/companies to the extent 
reasonably possible.  It is important to recognize that career enhancement does not necessarily 
require job promotion but can represent expanded scope, skills, and responsibilities within an 
existing position.  For example, technology is playing an increasing role in the industry’s 
operations, opening the way for new, expanded and diverse learning opportunities which add to 
employee competence and self-esteem and employee value to the organization. 
 
TRANSIT 

In the case of urban transit, the issue of career progression is made all the more challenging by 
the recent amalgamation of many transit systems and their respective municipal governments.  
The risks associated with this organizational restructuring are that career paths have changed, 
opening up more advancement possibilities within the larger organization to transit employees 
while negatively impacting others as their roles become no longer uniquely transit oriented. 

 

SCHOOL BUS 

In other sub-sectors such as the school bus sub-sector, the opportunities for progression are 
also limited, as the ratio of management to drivers is extremely low.  Furthermore, many 
employees are not driving a school bus in order to further a career, but as part-time 
employment or to fill a gap between jobs. 

 

INTERCITY 

In the intercity sub-sector, scheduled operations offer some career progression options.  Our 
research indicated that, in most cases, it is the long-time employees that often fill the mid-
management functions because of tenure and experience.  In charter and tour operations, 
seasonality makes it difficult to sustain a large management structure allowing for career 
progression.  However, there has been contraction in the number of intercity companies. 
According to 2019 Statistics Canada figures, there are just 12 companies providing intercity 
service, down from 22 in 2012 and 13 in 2016.   
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The intercity bus sector continues to face significant economic pressure due to the collapse of 
revenue resulting from a lack of ridership during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, 
many intercity bus companies have suspended or reduced services, noting the financial 
unsustainability of operating in the current economic climate. 

Several requests for sector-specific federal funding have been received despite the availability of 
general emergency support measures from the Government of Canada (e.g., Federal Emergency 
Wage Subsidy, Business Credit Availability Program, Regional Relief and Recovery Fund, etc.). To 
date, several intercity bus operators have obtained financial support through federal programs. 
However, regional development agency officials have noted a hesitancy from some operators to 
take on additional debt, as a number of the programs offer loans rather than grants. 

 
 
 

INVESTING IN HIRING 
 
It’s not a simple decision to invest in hiring amid the uncertainty & unpredictable nature of 
COVID-19. There is an increasing focus on employer branding through digital channels as 
organizations want to connect with candidates. Many organizations are adopting assessment & 
video interview products, search engine optimization (SEO) factors into job postings, how to be 
productive while working remotely, onboarding new hires, and showing empathy and 
compassion. 
 
REMOTE WORK AND HIRING 
 
Traditionally organizations relied heavily on face-to-face collaboration.  Keeping remote 
employees happy and engaged has been a bigger challenge than expected.  Leaders are learning 
how to manage remote and work-from-home workforces, quite different from managing 
traditional office-based staff.   

 
 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Workforce Pulse Survey 

According to PricewaterhouseCoopers 
(PwC), 22% of employees said they are 
considering or planning a move more than 
50 miles away from their current job and 
40% of those laid off are planning a career 
move as well.   

Companies need to evaluate remote work 
policies and decide what is acceptable for 
the future.  In addition, slightly more 
than one-third of current work-from-
home employees said they would rather 
quit than return to the office full time. 

 

RECRUITMENT CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS 
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Virtual and video interviews are increasing.  During in-person interviews, it is easy to forget key 
questions or frame them differently, making it difficult to compare candidate answers. Not only 
are on-demand video interviews ideal for virtual hiring, but they also provide a more objective 
assessment of candidates. If companies are open to remote workers, it opens the door to 
significantly larger candidate pools since you will not be bound by geographical limits.  On-
demand video interviews make it easier for candidates to complete assessments on their own 
time or across time zones.  

 
The Bus Industry reports that where workers have been able to work from home throughout 
the pandemic, the majority of sectors suggest that they will continue this practice post-
pandemic and provide required equipment.  

 
 

Digitization of the Recruitment Process 
 
Besides video interviewing, the recruitment process is moving to digitization. Employers can no 
longer rely on reputation to attract the best candidates. With increased competition for high 
performers, companies are creating digital tools. This process includes digital copies of 
employee manuals, benefits, HR policies, procedures, rule books and training manuals. For 
virtual hiring and remote employees, training videos and learning modules can facilitate 
onboarding quickly and efficiently. New starters can be onboarded through a blend of 
technology and a variety of HR initiatives and benefits.  
 
As companies are digitizing more work processes and deploying new technologies, both 
employers and employees are recognizing the need to upskill and provide workers opportunities 
to learn new skills and grow.  Creating opportunities for redeploying internal employees with 
the right skill sets can help improve retention of top talent.  
 
Broader Employment Criteria 
 
Companies are recognizing that hiring is not the only way to grow.  Sustainable growth comes 
from upskilling, redeploying people, incorporating technology, investing in programs that 
improve productivity, wellbeing and culture, providing incentives. 
 Hiring people from a range of educational backgrounds.  

 Investing money in employee development. 

 Recruiting at local community colleges, etc., focuses on a strong and enduring brand. 

 Create internal career pathways and development. 

 Focus on retention, employee experience and employee engagement.  
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Major Shift in how People want to Work 
 
After over a year of change and collective reflection, many workers are examining where and 
how they wish to work, i.e., home/office, hours, face-to-face; what type of leadership and 
organizational culture will be desired now that they have been tested by this crisis.  Greater 
concerns have been expressed over the number of people who elect to retire, shift careers, 
rethink education options even later in their career.  This situation contributes to a concern over 
hiring to replace loss of staff.  Offer rejection by job seekers is up to 50%. Compensation, has 
been a deciding factor for IT experts with demand high while supply is at an all-time low.  
 
Creating and Maintaining a Strong Corporate Culture  
 
Where face-to-face meetings and interactions were important to create trust and increase 
creativity, changes can transform established organizational culture. Candidates do not get to 
feel the real work environment or get to interact with members of the prospective organisation. 
Companies are finding a big challenge in giving a good candidate experience to jobseekers and 
are adopting online content such as:  
 Virtual Walk Thru 

 Online meet and greets 

 Company Profiles & Company Videos 

 Recruitment Process Automation 

 More structure and better tools and processes for hiring and onboarding are necessary. 
 

Changing Employee Experience through Technology 

The pandemic has increased the focus on employee experience in a meaningful way with 
employers striving harder to better understand how they can offer a much more positive work 
environment. 

When the world went remote, many employers became 100% reliant on technology as a 
medium of interaction and engagement; as a tool to perform one’s job effectively in this new 
environment, and as a vehicle to make the job better and more digital. 

 
Download our Digital Recruitment Resource 
https://www.buscouncil.ca/downloads/Digital_Recruitment_Process_2022_EN.pdf 
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BUS INDUSTRY STRATEGIES 
 

 

 

 

TRANSIT 

 Looking at all Aspects of Retention, Remuneration. 

 Use of Recruiters. 

 Hiring and Retention Bonuses. 

 Recruitment/Brand Advertising Spend Increase. 

 Employee Engagement Initiatives. 

 Opens Houses and Community Events. 

 Promote Employee Referral Programs. 

 Focus on Benefits. 

 Target Specific Industries. 

 Apprentice Training. 

 Internal Committee on Teleworking. 

 Work from home option, where applicable. 

 Various Insurances – Health, Life and Family group insurance. 

 Certification & Training Programs. 
 
SCHOOL BUS 
 Continual advertising, word of mouth, etc. 
 Advocacy with the provincial ministries to improve costing situation. 
 Certification & Training Programs. 

 
MOTOR COACH 

 Ramped up search for new employees (increased postings, job ads, requesting referrals, 
etc.). 

 Increased compensation and benefits (higher wages, benefits, in-house training, etc.). 
 Seeking foreign workers. 
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ON THE LABOUR FRONT APRIL 2022 
STATISTICS CANADA: EMPLOYMENT HOLDS STEADY AFTER TWO MONTHS OF GROWTH 

Employment was little changed in April 2022, after growing by 409,000 (+2.1%) over February 
and March, following the losses in January during the fifth wave of COVID-19. The employment 
rate—the proportion of the population that is employed—was unchanged at 61.9%. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IS AT A RECORD LOW CONTINUING ON A DOWNWARD TREND
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After reaching a record low of 5.3% in March, the unemployment rate edged down a 
further 0.1 percentage points to 5.2% in April. The adjusted unemployment rate—which 
includes people who wanted a job, but did not look for one—was 7.2% in April, below the pre-
pandemic level of 7.4%. 
 
The labour underutilization rate, which includes people who worked less than half their usual 
hours for reasons most likely connected to pandemic labour market disruptions, 
rose 0.8 percentage points in April. Increased absences due to personal illness/disability 
contributed to more employed people working less than half usual hours (+176,000; +17.2%). 
 
WORKING FROM HOME VARIES WIDELY IN CANADA’S BIG CITIES 

Over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic, a large number of businesses and organizations 
responded to public health restrictions by operating remotely. However, in recent months, as 
remaining public health-related capacity limits in businesses and workplaces were lifted, fewer 
Canadians have reported working from home. 

In April, 19.0% of workers usually worked exclusively from home, down from 24.3% in January. 
Prior to April, the percentage of workers who reported having a hybrid work arrangement had 
been increasing, suggesting that at least some workers were making use of hybrid arrangements 
to gradually transition back to in-person work. In April, the share of workers reporting hybrid 
arrangements held steady at 5.8% (population aged 15 to 69; not seasonally adjusted). 

The future of working from home and hybrid work is of concern to many cities, as it may impact 
transit, zoning, and other areas of interest to municipal authorities. The share of employees 
working at home varies considerably across Canada's Census Metropolitan Areas (CMAs).  

As of April, 45.8% of workers living in the Ontario part of the Ottawa–Gatineau CMA were 
working either partly or exclusively from home. Working from home was also notably high in the 
Quebec part of that CMA (39.4%), as well as in the Toronto (35.1%) and Québec (32.9%) CMAs.  

On the other hand, workers in the Abbotsford–Mission (13.9%) and Lethbridge 
(15.0%) CMAs were among the least likely to usually work entirely or partly from home 
(population aged 15 to 69; three-month moving averages; not seasonally adjusted). 

These differences are partly explained by differences in the composition of employment by 
industry across cities. For example, in April, 2 in 5 (39.4%) workers in the Ottawa–
Gatineau CMA and more than one-quarter (28.4%) in the Toronto CMA worked in one of the 
three industries with the highest shares of workers working from home: professional, scientific 
and technical services; finance, insurance, real estate, rental and leasing; and public 
administration.  

In comparison, in the Abbotsford–Mission CMA these three industries accounted for 14.2% of 
employment, while 27.2% of workers were employed in the goods-producing sector, where 
working from home is generally less feasible. 
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PART TEN 

CONCLUSION 

 
 

The Industry’s Challenge to Attract Applicants 
While Adhering to Safety will Define 2022 

 

Attracting top talent in 2021-2022 is seen as the most difficult issue to navigate, followed by 
ensuring candidates feel safe to work onsite, hiring a diverse workforce, managing a virtual staff 
and virtual recruiting and onboarding practices. 

While the effect of the situation varies by geographic area and sector, it is clear that labour 
market challenges have potential to impact the future characterization of the industry.   

Key areas revolve around: 

 Technological advances [electrification, digitization, service delivery (on-demand). 
 Changes in the demographic structure of the workforce [age, work/life balance, remote 

work, highly skilled work. 
 Identifying and addressing implications of societal ageing as the need for more flexible 

approaches to retirement and the importance of lifelong learning. 
 Ability to attract millennials to the industry and accommodate their prerequisites.  
 
Addressing the stated concerns proactively and implementing new approaches are vital to 
maintain currency in an evolving workplace, especially permanent changes resulting from the 
pandemic.

CASE STUDY: BOMBARDIER AVIATION 

Much in the same way that friends and family have separated themselves into bubbles to stay safe 
without suffering social isolation, some businesses are applying the principle to the workplace. 

At Bombardier Aviation, which employs 22,000 people in Canada and the United States, essential, 
on-site employees have been organized into cohorts called work bubbles intended to interact only 
with each other to reduce the chance of an outbreak at work. These groups are kept small and 
separate in both space and time, and workers are screened daily for symptoms.  
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New Working Model 
 

Employers have had to quickly respond to challenges presented by remote work and potential 
health risks for those on the front line.  Companies have turned, largely, to technology to help 
navigate these challenging times with solutions to provide support, resources, and improved 
experiences for employees. Digitization and deploying new technologies, while recognizing the 
need to upskill and provide workers opportunities to learn new skills and grow are becoming 
paramount. 

 

Lack of Budget for Hiring 

With ridership down from 2019, as much as 90% in some sectors between 2020 and 2021, 
budget constraints have added significant challenge in hiring the right talent in an industry 
where safety and service are paramount, given the high level of exposure to public risk, as 
massive retirements exacerbated the situation.   

 

Lengthy Interview Processes  

Face to face interviews allowed employers to schedule multiple candidates in a day. With 
interviews going virtual the speed of interviewing is faster but at the same time the number of 
interview stages has increased. Organizations are realizing that may candidates drop off due to 
too many lengthy interviews.  

 

Wait and Watch Approach 

Offer shopping has become quite common and has been a huge challenge for recruiters to 
onboard candidates.  Job seekers often are willing to wait for a longer period of time before 
accepting an offer, creating a lag in the interviewing process.  Adoption of innovative ideas and 
improving the process is the key to overcoming these challenges.  Acquiring the right talent is 
the most important key to growth. 

 

Adapting the Candidate Experience for Today’s World of Work 

A year after the start of the pandemic, the interest in remote work had not subsided and the 
number of job postings offering at least “temporarily remote job” had tripled the pre-pandemic 
share. People will likely remain on the lookout for jobs at companies with strong workplace 
health and safety standards. Additionally, the many workers who discovered a love of remote 
work will be searching for positions that provide similar flexibility.  

EMPLOYMENT AND DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS 
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The way we look for jobs, hire and work have, in many ways, changed forever. While we 
navigate this long-running crisis, we can still find safe, positive and creative ways to adapt every 
stage of the candidate experience. Many are starting to discover that many of the new 
processes created during this time work better than the old. 

 

Despite ongoing Human Changes in the Workplace with Technology Gradually Replacing many 
functions, the MCPCC Graphic illustrates the importance of Human Dynamics in the delivery of 
Business Strategy for Profitability, Efficiency and Vitality. 
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